SPOT THIS SPACE, founded by Gabrielle Omar (former TV personality and founder of nationwide scheme Tea with an Architect), is a team of highly creative individuals, specialising in luxury interiors for corporate and private clients.

Our aim is to design and deliver award-winning environments for clients, from conception to completion, by combining luxury aesthetics with timeless fashion.

From show homes and marketing suites, to offices and retail spaces, we develop the complete package to help launch and successfully sell your luxury development.

With our architectural background, fresh interior design approach and wealth of marketing and public relations knowledge, we have a proven track record when creating exciting and fresh spaces for our high profile clients.

Working collaboratively with you and our support team, we can very quickly understand your brief, USP’s and key requirements. This enables us to respond in an energetic, appropriate and site specific way, whilst keeping in mind a flexible financial approach.

We can manage your project in its entirety, or on a design consultancy basis, depending on what suits you best.
At Spot This Space, we are passionate about the design and architectural integrity of all our projects. This is why we offer a full one-stop shop service, providing smart, sensitive and original design solutions that start on our sketch board and end with a developed high-end space.

Our construction side is made up of qualified and competent people whose attention to detail matches our designer’s intent.

Our specialised project management services are designed to ensure that all our jobs are a stress-free experience for all our clients. We allow you to sit back whilst we take on the responsibility of dealing with all the processes required to get your brief procured within budget, on time and to the highest of standards.
We have our own joinery workshop in Eltham, South East London, which has given rise to new and bespoke pieces of furniture in all of our projects. Whatever the design, we have the means to carry it out.
We design and build marketing suites and do everything from the complete interior fit out to carrying out graphics, signage and even interactive displays. We are also experienced in both temporary as well as permanent marketing suites. Previous works range from uplifting a temporary 300 sqft porta-cabin to a permanent 4000 sqft double storey marketing suite.
We design and build marketing suites and do everything from the complete interior fit-out to carrying out graphics, signage and even interactive displays. We are also experienced in both temporary as well as permanent marketing suites. Previous works range from uplifting a temporary 300 sqft porta-cabin to a permanent 4000 sqft double storey marketing suite.
The project consisted of an office space for 60 workers, 2 boardrooms, 4 meeting rooms, 2 Directors offices and a showflat.

SPOT THIS SPACE has now undertaken many overseas projects, in countries such as China, Italy and Oman.

The images featured on this page were for the Barratt flagship office in Beijing.
SHOW FLATS

From studio flats to 3 bedroom houses, we can carry out bespoke furniture packages to complete interior design. A tailored service is always given no matter what your requirements, budget or time scale could be.
Aspirational living is key to selling, so producing interiors that stay in the minds of those for months after is an achievement that SPOT THIS SPACE continues to do.

Show flats are a essential marketing tool for most developers.

We understand each development and target market is different, hence why none of our show flats are ever the same.
More and more developments are offering high-end concierge services with the requirement for the interiors to match. With over 10 concierge design and fit-outs over the past 2 years alone, we at SPOT THIS SPACE are constantly finding new ways to raise the standards of concierge interiors, to meet the higher expectations of London residents.
Make an Entrance with clever feature walls and lighting. Apartment door numbering and reveals are as important as the lift interiors and carpet/flooring used within the common corridors. We can help improve the journey from entering the main entrance of the site to the individual front doors of each flat. There are many ways to make a journey from A to B interesting and we know most of them.
Dealing mainly with flagship offices, we at SPOT THIS SPACE have undertaken works not only in the UK, but overseas too, such as the Barratt Head Office and marketing suite in Beijing, China.
Our works have ranged from trendy popup shops to high end jewellery stores like the Russian owned Tachi jewellery store in Grafton street, Mayfair. Our works can range from a full fit out to innovative and desirable shop window displays.
With more and more people using gyms, and more London developers offering such spaces within their schemes, it only made sense that we ventured into making these spaces places part of the ‘dream’ lifestyle.
The architects, designers and marketing specialists at SPOT THIS SPACE form a single and integrated design department of brand consultants. Together we ensure seamless design, cross collaboration of expertise and inspiration throughout all our projects.
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